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This paper has been prepared by the EFRAG Secretariat for discussion at a public meeting of EFRAG SR 
TEG. The paper forms part of an early stage of the development of a potential EFRAG position. 
Consequently, the paper does not represent the official views of EFRAG or any individual member of the 
EFRAG SRB or EFRAG SR TEG. The paper is made available to enable the public to follow the discussions 
in the meeting. Tentative decisions are made in public and reported in the EFRAG Update. EFRAG 
positions, as approved by the EFRAG SRB, are published as comment letters, discussion or position 
papers, or in any other form considered appropriate in the circumstances. 

 
Overview of Stakeholder and Community Engagement 

Inputs for Mining Sector 
 

Background and objective  
1 As part of development of the [draft] working paper for Mining, a stakeholder 

engagement process was completed. 
2 This was to supplement and enrich the writing and [draft] working paper 

development process due to a lack of subject matter expertise being available within 
the writing teams. 

3 An initial workshop on Mining and Coal Mining was held in June 2022 post 
development of the first [draft] working paper.  

4 During August and September 2022, a call was issued for interested stakeholders 
(preparers and preparer organisations, social partners, investment organisations 
and other interested parties) to join Community Sector Groups including a 
Community Sector Group for the Mining and Coal Mining Sectors. 

5 Following the establishment and subscription process an additional two workshops 
were held in October and November 2022 on Mining and Coal mining inviting 
Community Sector representatives to attend and provide feedback on work 
performed on sustainability matters, regulatory and legislative review, sector 
descriptions and summary level Disclosure Requirements to be included in [draft] 
working papers for Mining and Coal Mining. A survey was issued in advance of the 
workshops and live polling was completed during the workshops. 

6 The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the subscribers and 
engagement from Community Sector representatives and other interested 
stakeholders attending the three workshops held is outlined below. 

Overview of Stakeholders 
7 The below is a summary overview of the main stakeholders (type and organisation) 

who subscribed and attended the Mining and Coal Mining workshops. Individual 
contributors also attended with most notable contributors outlined below. 

8 The below is a summary of the main contributors and most actively engaged 
stakeholders in attendance during workshops. 

Type of Stakeholder Organisations / Bodies Represented 

Financial Services / Investment Companies / 
Data Agencies 

• Societe Generale 

• S&P Global 
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Mining / Coal Mining Organisations • JSW Capital Group   

• Hydro 

Mining / Coal Mining Industry Bodies • Euromines 

Academic / Educational Facilities • Gabriele d’Annunzio University 

• Natural Resource Governance 
Institute 

Civil Society Organisations • Business and Human Rights Centre 

• Transport and the Environment 

• Engineers Without Borders 

• Financial Alliance 

Other Stakeholders • UNICEF 

• Net Zero 

• EY Consulting 

Individual Contributors & Actively Engaged Stakeholders 
9 The below is a summary of the main contributors and most actively engaged 

stakeholders in attendance during workshops. 

Contributor Name Role / Organisation 

Florian Anderhuber Director Climate and Energy 

• Euromines 

Jan Kosmol Policy Officer 

• German Environmental Agency (UBA) 

Robert Pitman Senior Governance Officer 

• Natural Resource Governance Institute 

Johanna Schram Sustainability Manager 

• K+S Minerals & Agriculture GmBH 

Kirstin Margrethe Hovi ESH Advisor to CEO 

• Norske Hydro 

Joerg Rueedi Senior ESG Analyst 

• S&P Global 

Bharath Tripuram Sustainability Consultant / Former Research 
Associate 

• Ricardo Energy & Environment 

• The Energy & Resource Institute 

Caroline Avan Natural Resources Research Analyst 

• Business & Human Rights Centre 
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• Oxfam 

Mattias Forsberg Chief Information Officer 

• Future Pension 

Most Notable Discussion & Feedback Topics 
10 Workshop participants and contributors were most interest in the following topics 

Environmental Topics 
a) state of biodiversity habitats  

b) inclusion of methane emissions for future view  

c) water usage processing, dewatering and access to ground water, 

availability 

d) pollution of land and water 

e) land use rights 

f) the transition process, how it could be materialized and what are the 

current capacities  

Social Topics 
a) social dialogue and just transition with different unions (trade and work)  

b) social responsibility, commitment to ILO conventions  

c) workers rights  

d) supply chain risks, transparency and how to monitor activities 

e) community development  

f) human rights  

Governance Topics 
a) digitalization of mining industry 

b) alignment with EU legal requirements 

 
 


